
A Tradition of Excellence
First produced 1920 in county Limerick, Ireland, Tommy 
Moloney’s is famous near and far for its Sausages and  
Traditional Irish Meats. Our recipes have been passed  
on for four generations and have served the test of time.  
Favorite meats include Pork Sausages, Bacon, Black  
& White Puddings, Hams, Corned Beef and Boiling Bacon.
We distribute to both the retail and food service industry.

Authentic Irish Meat 
Products for wholesale 
retail and food service

Your source for Authentic 
Irish Meat Products

Food Service
For more than 20 years, we’ve partnered with restaurants, hotels, healthcare facilities, stadiums and distribution companies 
to ensure every ingredient is of the highest quality and the finished product is created to provide an authentic “taste of Ireland”.  
We process all of our products using imported seasoning from Ireland in our fully licensed USDA facility.

Irish Food, déanta ag muintir na hÉireann

732.510.5600
One Amboy Avenue Woodbridge, NJ 07095

www.tommymoloneys.com

Tommy Moloney’s is a member of 
United Premium Foods Group

www.unitedpremiumfoods.com

We offer an extensive range of other products that are not included in this brochure due to space  
requirements. Contact us for our complete list of products including unique gourmet specialty  
sausages, ethnic cuts of pork, beef, lamb and assorted other irish preserves, teas and condiments. 



Proven Irish Products
We still use the traditional recipes and seasonings 
from Tommy Moloney himself, but using our new 
USDA certified production plant, we have incorporated 
the latest cutting edge technology to the production, 
presentation and marketing of our meats. Technology 
may have changed but the ingredients, and more 
importantly the taste, have stood the test of time. 
We import all our ingredients directly from Ireland 
which enables us to replicate a true Irish flavored 
meat, freshly-made in the United States.

The ethnic branding of our products as “authentic 
Irish” communicates the image and authenticity 
of our company, our consumers identify with the 
tradition and flavors of Ireland. Unlike other name 
brands who sell “Irish Style”, we produce the  
“real thing”.

Today Tommy Moloney’s premium Irish products 
remain the standard for the Irish community in  
the United States.

Sausages
We sell and distribute three kinds of Irish Sausages,  
all made with Tommy Moloney’s award-winning recipe, 
to fit every meal from Breakfast through Dinner.

Breakfast Sausage
The taste of these 
sausages will 
transport you  
back to breakfast 
time in Ireland.

Cocktail Sausage
These convenient 
cocktail size  
sausages are an  
ideal party  
appetizer for  
all occasions. 

Jumbo Sausage
Larger than our other 
Irish sausages,  
these tasty jumbo  
sausages make  
for a hearty lunch  
or dinner. 

Irish Bacon and Black & White Puddings
Our traditional Irish Bacon and Smoked Bascon have that unique back-bacon flavor with more meat and less 
fat per piece. Combining these with our flavorful black and white puddings creates the perfect Irish Breakfast

Black Pudding
Black pudding may be 
cooked whole or cut into 
slices and fried or grilled.  
No Irish fry up is complete 
without a few slices of  
pudding.

White Pudding
White pudding may be 
cooked whole or cut 
into slices and fried or 
grilled. It has a delicate 
grainy texture and 
a light taste.

Irish Bacon & Smoked Bacon
Our rashers are cured with traditional 
spices. These extra lean pieces of  
rashers are an  
important part  
of a traditional  
Irish breakfast.

Boiling Bacon and Corned Beef
Whether you prefer Bacon or Corned Beef with Cabbage you cannot go wrong with the depth of flavor and succulent texture 
of our Corned Beef and Boiling Bacon.

Boiling Bacon
Irish cured loin of pork, barrel 
cured the old fashioned way. 
Enjoy Ireland’s national dish 
“Bacon & Cabbage”.

Corned Beef
Our Corned Beef is cured with 
herbs and spices from Ireland - 
this recipe is over 100 years old 
and takes 21 days to produce.


